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Human Capital in Strategy Research
 How do CEO characteristics influence firm choices and 

outcomes?  
 What is the added-value of a star employee to firm 

performance? 
 What role does employee mobility play in knowledge 

transfer across organizations? 
 How do firms compete for talent? 
 To what extent can firms gain competitive advantage 

through “people?”

Most questions focus on the “treatment effect”



Challenges of observational data 
Selection and Endogeneity

 Treatment vs. Selection:
 People don’t end up in organizations randomly !

 A problem of “confounders”: factors that affect 
both the hiring of people with the profile of interest 
(the treatment) and the outcome of interest
 Firm attributes
 The complementarity between human capital 

type and firm type
 If unaccounted for: The treatment becomes 

endogenous, leading to inconsistent estimates



Challenges of observational data 
Selection and Endogeneity

 Hiring decisions are subject to: 
 Mutual preferences of individuals and firms
 Preferences are related to the expected benefits from 

the combination of their separate attributes (hence 
they are correlated with the outcome of interest)

 Labor market competition

A “matching” 
process



Is there a Theory of Matching ?
 Not to be confounded with synthetic control statistical 

methods

 Foundational work: 
 Labor Markets (Coleman, AJS 1991)
 Marriage Markets (Becker, JPE 1973)
 Partnership formation more generally: e.g. college admission, 

placement of medical residents (Roth and Sotomayor, 1990)

 Mature models that accommodate many situations: 
 One to one; many-to-one; many-to-many matching
 Payments or not; preference rankings or not; centralized-

decentralized



Partnership formation as a matching game

Many relationship formation stories follow the same template:
• Two-sided markets (men-women; CEOs- firms; PIs- research 

teams; lead VCs- syndicate partner firms) where agents are 
endowed with varied characteristics: 
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• Agents on each side of the market are in competition for 

partnering with their preferred agents on the other side
• What we’re interested in is how attributes of agents in a 

partnership combine into joint output – i.e. what the drivers of 
value creation are:

Vij=F(combinations of xi and yj)



Implication of Matching: Market Sorting

CEO prestige Firm Size

Attributes Complementarity
Positive Assortative Matching

Attributes Substitutability
Negative Assortative Matching

CEO Broad 
Experience

Firm 
diversification



Consequences for Estimation

Given the sorting patterns, what can be inferred from just 
observing the realized matches? 
 Discrete choice models fail to estimate the drivers of value 

creation in matching and to predict partner choice correctly 
 See Mindruta, Moeen, Agarwal (SMJ, 2016) for details
 Intuitively: I truly might like a certain partner, but that 

partner might not be available to me in the market, so from 
my partner choice one cannot directly infer my 
preferences….only my preferences under market 
(competition) constraints



Why are discrete choice models inappropriate?
These models make a behavioral assumption: The focal firm 
(individual) i choses individual (firm) j that provides it with the 
greatest utility

 Cannot accommodate the other party’s preferences
 Cannot accommodate market-level interrelated decisions
 Preferences and hiring opportunities of other firms and 

individuals in the market constrain dyad-level decisions
 The choice sets are different across firms/individuals, given 

other firms’ / individuals’ decisions
 These models predict the probability of a hiring event to occur, 

while what we need to focus on is the probability of a market 
“configuration” (i.e. the set of all hiring events) to occur



Consequences for Estimation
Empirically, what can be inferred from just observing the 
realized matches? Fox (2010, 2018)’s maximum score estimator: 
 A non-parametric method for estimating the joint value 

creation function that underlies how agents match
 It deals with the endogeneity of selection
 Although it estimates the joint value creation function, it 

does not require data on match performance. We only need 
to know the (matching-relevant) attributes of participating 
agents

 Requires either data on many markets (with multiple 
matches in each) or data on one large market



Maximum Score Estimator (Fox, 2010)

Satya Nadella
Microsoft

Sundar Pichai Google

Observed:   v{Nadella x Microsoft} + v{Pichai x Google}

Counterfactual: v{Nadella x Google} + v{Pichai x Microsoft}

v(Observed) > v(Counterfactual)

The value generated by any two observed matches is greater than the 
value generated by counterfactual pairs obtained by switching 
partners (Equilibrium notion of Pairwise Stability in matching)



Two-sided matching in the CEO labor market
 Chen, Huang, Meyer-Doyle, Mindruta (SMJ, 2021): How 

does the nature of CEOs’ human capital (generalist vs 
specialist CEOs) affect firm acquisition and performance?  
(A “treatment” effect question)

 Which sets of CEO-firm attributes drive the matching of 
CEOs and firms ? (A “selection” issue)
 In particular, what firm-level attributes are 

complementary to the generalist CEO dimension? 



Two-sided matching in the CEO labor market

F(CEOi, Fj|β)= β0 CEO prestige*Firm size +

β1 Generalist CEO*Multiple segments +

β2   Generalist CEO*Firm acq exp+

β3  Generalist CEO*Generalist board+

β4 Generalist CEO*Firm size+ 

β5  CEO prestige*Tobin’s Q +

β6 CEO over 55 *High tech + ξCEOi + ξFi + εij

 A positive coefficient indicates that the two 
attributes are complements

 A negative coefficient indicates that the two 
attributes are substitutes

Attn: Matching is 
driven entirely by the 
interactions between 
the attributes of the 
partners 

εij are i.i.d. and independent of all attributes of 
CEOs and firms in the model, including their 
fixed effects ξCEOi and ξFi 

The fixed effects of agents on one side of the 
market are not correlated with the observable 
characteristics of agents on the other side



Two-sided matching in the CEO labor market

 U.S. S&P 1500, all firms observed during 1998 to 2007
 775 hiring events 
 55 “matching markets”, where a “matching market” was defined as 

comprising all hiring events taking place in an industry-year
 Rationale: Firms in the same main industry and hiring in the same 

year are in more direct competition for CEOs than other firms
 The local maximization condition yielded 5,131 inequalities
 Coefficient estimates were obtained using the Differential Evolution 

maximization method in Mathematica
 To test the significance of the estimates, we generated 95% 

confidence intervals by drawing subsamples of 22 markets over 
1,500 rounds. 



Two-sided matching in the CEO labor market

Matching predictors
Point 

Estimate
Confidence Interval

Std. Dev. of 
Covariate

Relative 
Importance 

of the 
Estimate

CEO prestige*Firm size 1 Superconsistent 4.279 1

Generalist CEO*Multiple 
segments

0.029 {-0.486, 0.108} 1.322 0.009

Generalist CEO*Firm acq exp 0.007 { -0.045, 0.030} 5.702 0.009

Generalist CEO*Generalist 
board

1.370 { 0.874, 4.380} 0.245 0.079

Generalist CEO*Firm size 0.130 { -0.017, 0.566} 4.123 0.125

CEO prestige*Tobin’s Q 1.046 { 0.255, 2.005} 0.397 0.097

CEO over 55*High tech -0.965 { -4.864, -0.252} 0.352 -0.079

Model fit: 81.5% of inequalities are satisfied



Additional Applications

 Maximum Score estimator:
 University scientists and firms (Mindruta, 2013)
 Buyers and suppliers (Fox, 2018; Chatain and Mindruta, 2016)
 Banks and firms in the loan market (Chen & Song, 2013)
 Athletes and sport teams (Yang, Shi & Goldfarb, 2009)
 Bank acquisitions (Akkus, Cookson & Hortacsu, 2014)
 Executive team hiring (Pan, 2017)

Bayesian estimators:
 VCs and startups (Sorensen, 2007)
 Entrepreneurial firms’ acquisition of talent (Honore and Ganco; 2020)



Take aways
 Two-sided matching models can 

better capture fundamental 
behavioral assumptions in 
partnership formation:
 Mutual preferences 
 Competitive nature of partner 

selection
 Sorting

 We need suitable econometric tools 
to model and make empirical 
inferences in these contexts

Don’t let Selection raise its ugly head

Embrace Selection rather than 
control for it



In practical terms

 Read Mindruta, Moeen, Agarwal (SMJ Special Issue on 
Methods, 2016) 
 The tables are useful

 Read Fox (2010, 2018, & working papers) and cited work

Software
 Go to Jeremy Fox’s webpage http://fox.web.rice.edu/
 Or here: 
https://github.com/tchronis/MSE-Mathematica

 Prepare your data in Stata: All pairwise combinations of 
upstream and downstream



In lieu of a conclusion

 Matching is prevalent in many interactions among 
business actors
 When you suspect selection, think also about 

matching (two-sided decision, competition for 
partners)

 Learning econometric tools is important, but more 
important is to understand the fundamentals
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